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VOLUME XXXI. No. 24

State University Confers
Manager Changes
Figures Show COMMITTEE
Date for Tryouts
M
P
e
n
n
b
Degrees Upon Graduates
Of Varsity Vodvil! w ore reopie \
OUT TRACK MEET
A t End of Fall Quarter\
Are Enrolled

INVITATIONS SOON

Time Is Advanced to February IS;
Rules Governing Trials
Are Issued
Registrar’s Books Indicate Men
Registrar's Office Ghres Nunes of Four People Who Are Graduated!

With Master of Arts Degrees; Seventeen Are Recipients
Of Bachelor of Arts Degrees
Twenty-one candidates for degrees completed all requirements for
their respective degrees at the end of the autumn quarter and six com
pleted the requirements for certificates for qualification to teach, an
announcement from Mable Murchison, assistant to the registrar, stated

SEN

Lead Women Students With

About Two Hundred High Schools Will Receive Bids to Twenty-ninth
Varsity Vodvil tryouts will be held
839 Men. 559 Women
Saturday, February 13, instead of FebAnnual Interscholastic Track and Field Meet on
uary 20 as was previously planned,
Registration for the winter quarter
May 1 0 ,1 1 ,1 2 ; Dr. Rowe Heads Committee
announced Jock Toole, manager of
---------------------at the State University with a total
this years’ production, yesterday.
Invitation8 lo the State University’s twenty-ninth annual InterschoRules governing both the tryouts Of 1.398. shows an increase over that
and the finals are as follows:
M
j - * Track and Field Meet, to be held May 10. II. 12 and 13. will
1. Length of the act—twelve to fif
registrar’s office yesterday afternoon.
sent out rnday or this week, it was decided at the first meeting
teen minutes.
Men in attendance for the winter of the committee held Friday. All fully accredited high schools in the
2. No regular staging is necessary
quarter
are
far
in
majority
of
the]
“ ♦state will be invited to attend and
for tryouts.
(participate and the bids will go to
3. For tryouts. If an act contains women with 839 men and 559 women
approximately two hundred, it was
a chorus or several choruses, only registered. Of the students who were
in
attendance
during
the
autumn
quar-|
said. Dr. J. P. Rowe Is again chair
one individual of each chorus need
man of the committee, a position he
be dressed in costume, if the entire ter, 1,290 returned for the winter
has held since 1904, when the first
chorus is to wear similar costumes. quarter, 764 men and 526 women.
New and former students register
Interscholastic meet was held In Mis
4. The manager of each organiza
soula.
tion which enters an act is given the ing for this quarter totaled 104; new
George Varuell of Seattle, sports ed
privilege of explaining to the judges students, 31 men aud 12 women; for
itor of the Seattle Times, will again
at tryouts the idea of his or her act, mer students who were not in attend
ance
during
the
fall
quarter,
41
men
be
starter at the meet. Mr. Varnell,
the staging intended to be used, and
j ouo of the leading officials In college
giving a description of costumes to be and 20 women. There were three
men
and
one
woman
who
withdrew
sports of the west, has officiated at
worn by individuals not in costume—
in fact, anything which such organiza during the fall quarter and returned
Montana Interscholastic Meet
1916 and Is well-known to Mis
tion feels it Is unable to bring out to school for the winter quarter.
There were 188 students in attend
soula people and State University stu
without giving a full display of its
ance
during
the
autumn
quarter
who
dents.
act.
As In the past, the State University
5. The amount to be expended for did not return to school, of these 118
will pay railroad fare und lodging for
staging and costumes by each organi were men and 75 were women. About
twenty
special
students
were
counted
zation is $25.
wo contestants from each school but
will not pay for meals. An effort wilt
6. Trophies will be awarded to the in last year’s total but a complete
be made to secure cheap rates on the
winners the night of the final show'. count of them has not been made as
7. Five judges will be selected— yet this year.
railroads for the m eet Winners in the
ittlo Theater tournament, essay con
three faculty members and two towns-1
test, declamatory contests, field and
people—for both preliminary tryouts
track meets, and golf and tennis tour
and the final show.
Dr. J. P. Rowe, who has acted as naments will receive medals, cups and
8. Places for preliminary tryouts
chairman of the Interscholastic Track banners approximately the same as
will be draw'n by Central Board. It
is impossible to do this for the finals
Meet committee since Its beginning in last year.
Last Tear’s Entrants
1901, will head the body aguin this
due to the fact that the acts must be
year. Preparations get under way this
placed in an order in which they will
Last year 118 schools wore repre
form a well-balanced vaudeville show. Council Members Will . Be Elected week for the 1932 meet, with the Issu sented in the meet which was won by
ing of invitations to every accredited Butte public high school with a total
To Fill Vacancies C&nsed
high school in Montana.
of 171-3 points, the lowest winning
By Withdrawals
total in years. Billings placed second
and Missoula third. Five bunded five
At 4 o’clock today in the auditorium
athletes entered last year’s track and
| of the Little Theater, the non-fratern
field events, 48 girl declaimers were
ity and non-sorority students of the
A special invitation is extended to
entered as well as 27 boy declaimers,
State University will hold their first
women students to attend the tryouts
28 golf aspirants, 73 tennis players,
regular meeting of the quarter. Va
Beam Paws and Spnrs Choose Women’s eight debaters, 100 journalists, 56 ac
for yell dukes to be held in Main hall
cancies on the barb council caused by
Gymnasium for Dance
auditorium tomorrow night at 8
tresses and 27 actors, making a total
the withdrawing of Dee Byrd, Darby
o’clock. Roy Woods, Havre, yell king,
of 869 contestants, not excluding those
delegate at large; and Helen D’Orazi,
will select two students to act as yell
Bear
Paws
and
Spurs
will
be
hosts
counted twice. This year’s bulletin
Missoula, junior delegate, will be filled
dukes at basketball games.
will be ready on March 20.
and
hostesses
to
State
University
stu
a t this meeting. Plans for the men’s
Since there have been no women
Members of this year’s committee,
and women’s Varsity Vodvil acts also dents with their annual dance to bo
yell dukes since 1928 the yell king i
. T.
T
held
in
the
women’s
gymnasium
Fri
which is headod by Dr. Rowe, are:
■
| will be discussed,
feels that he has a good opportunity
day,
January
15.
Nat
Alien
and
his
William
Angus, Dr. M. J. Elrod. E. L.
| Scripts for Varsity Vodvil acts have
for a woman student who is eligible
Freeman, J. W. Howard, Dr. R. H.
been turned in and the ones to be orchestra will furnish the music.
to participate in extracurricular ac
"The dance this year will be both Jesse, Dr. A. S. Merrill, Dean J. K.
used have been chosen. All indepentivities.
I dent students who have aspirations t o |nOTel and original,’’ said Tad Sanders Miller, Dr. G. D. Shallenberger, W. H.
Anyone eligible to take part in stu
be in Varsity Vodvil should make it Chief Grizzly. "The Bear Paw-Spur Schrieber, Dean Harriot R. Sedmau,
dent activities is eligible to tryout.
a point to attend the meeting, since d&nce has always been & good one in Dean T. C. Spaulding and J. W.
tryouts will be arranged in the near the past and this year we have worked Stewart.
hard to make it the best ever. Friday
"The meet will be conducted along
future.
Plans will be made for the several we will announce the exact nature of about the same lines os In 1931,” Dr.
this
dance.”
|Rowc
said yesterday. Another meetbarb social functions during the quar
Tickets for the dance will be $1 and I ing of the committee will be held
ter and other activities of the organi-

--------------E put In bis thumb, and pulled out yesterday. Two of the 17 who h a v e f ------earned the Bachelor of Arts degree f s
]Q 1
a plum." We must have put In
graduated with honors.
our whole hand, for we pulled out of
Four who have completed their
the pie of collegiate opinion not only
work for master of arts degrees and
plums but a few persimmons when we]
their theses are: Emil O. Struckman,
took occasion to make remarks about
Malta, education, B. S. at the Uni
the basketball games. We have been
versity of Michigan, 1897, "Technique
accused of wanting only a "winning
of Compiling a List of Books for High
team". To be truthful, we must admit
School Libraries and an Examination
we would appreciate it, but don’t de
of High School Library Practices and Oak Tree Will Be Planted Next
mand It. But for four years we have
Standards"; Jeau Morgan Mair, Mis
Arbor Day on Campus
been trying to "stand up" for Montana
soula, history, A. B. at Carroll college,
teams against all the criticism of stu
By Committee
1913, "William Ew art Gladstone and
dents from other colleges—and in the
He Disestablishment of the Anglican
face of many scores which were not
Professor
E. E. Bennett of the De
hurch in Ireland"; Lawrence Sandseasy to defend. Filially, our sup
al the | partment of History, assisted by Dr.
mark. Canton, Minn.,
pressed feelings merely bubbled too
'United M. J. Elrod and Professor Rufus A.
University of Iowa,
high. We don’t pose as basketball ex
States Regulation of the Fur Trade"; Coleman, is making plans for the
perts and our criticism was not given
Alfred Tunem, East Stanwood, Wash., part the State University will play
In that vein. But we do contend th&t
a t St. Olaf college, 1924, "The in the celebration of the two hun
we have a right to state student opin
Dispute over the San Juan Island dredth anniversary of the birth of
ion on any question concerning the
George Washington.
Water Boundary."
campus.
Bachelor of Arts Degrees
Congress has, by a special act,
Those earning bachelor of arts de created the United States George
t a t is t ic s show that students
grees and their majors are: William Washington Bicentennial commission
who graduate during times of Marvin Belangie, Missoula, biology; which has planned a national celebra
depression do better in their later Joseph Harold Fitzgerald, Missoula, tion beginning on Washington’s birth
careers than students who graduate and Albert James Roberts, Jr., Helena, day, February 22, 1932, to continue
In times of prosperity. Perhaps, then, conomlcs; Helen G. Vandenhook, Co through Thanksgiving day, November
depressions are not without their lumbus, fine arts; Dorothy Lorraine 24, 1932.
values. They have a steadying clTect Duval, Anaconda, French; Dorothy
President Hoover is the chairman of
upon the student that times of comfort Skeels Petaja, Missoula, mathematics; the commission. Other members are
and assurance do not give. The firms, Catharine Raudabaugh, Victor, music; the vice president, speaker of the
moreover, in which they secure em Elisa Mamie Nicolet, Missoula, psy House, four members of the Senate,
ployment are the best, since they were chology (with honors); Elsie M. four members of the House of Repre
strong enough to withstand the ad Boelter (with honors), Harlowton, and sentatives and eight presidential com
versities of bad business. It's some Hazel Margaret Mumm, Missoula,
missioners.
consolation, at least, for the graduates Spanish; Paul Coleman, Saltese, and
Professor Bennett and his committee
of 1982.
Daniel O'Connell, Helena, business have announced that arrangements for
administration; Oliver W. Lasater, the local programs are progressing.
EXT month representatives of the Corvallis, education; Deane Sterne One of the plans concerns the plant
world's nations will meet to dis Jones, Missoula, journalism; James ing on the campus of au oak tree to be
cuss peace. World peace—an accom Hill Morrow, Jr., Moore, law; Ellis known as the George Washington oak.
plishment which men have sought for William Clark,* Bristol, Va., bachelor This will be done on next Arbor day.
years. But Is it possible? After all, of science in forestry.
The students who have earned the
there are few people who actually
HELEN GLEASON SPEAKS
desire slaughter, whether they be State University certificate of qualifi
OX CHILDREX’S WELFARE
politicians or high school boys. But cation to teach and the list of their
human beings are so constructed that major and minors are: Dorothy Duval,
Helen Gleason, professor of home
even the most self-controlled find it French major, Spanish and history
difficult to suppress those outbursts minors; Oliver Lasater, education economics, talked to the Parent Teach
major,
English,
mathematics
and
ers’
association last evening at the
which injuries, real or imagined,
awake in us. But perhaps keeping the French minors; Catherine Phillips, Willard school on the subject of child
subject of world peace before us will English major, music and French health and protection and its signifimake us atop and thiuk, at least. It minors; Marg&ret Alice Price, Mis- cance to parents and teachers.
Miss Gleasons’ material was taken
will be like "counting ten"—and may soula, ’31, music major, French and
English minors; Catherine Rauda from the recent annual White House
prove effectual in time.
baugh, music major, Spanish and Eng conference which was called by Presi
IAM CTFLAHBRTY says the Irish lish minors; Helen Vandenhook, fine dent Hoover for the purpose of dis
zatlon during the quarter will a fo o t® " be obtalned from any Boar Paw In Dr. Rowefo oHico at 4:10 o’clock
are losing their wit on account of arts major, English and history cussing solutions to the various prob-|
minors.
loins of the American home.
be discussed.
or Spur or at the dance.__________ | Friday.____________________________
lack of leisure. In all this world it
Members of the organization will
has been nice to know that there is
Stories, Essays, Articles W ritten by be asked to make suggestions for ^ P t o f e S S O T C o l d m C i n R e C € W e S F i r s t
at least one people who can be leis
.Students Will Compose
nanclng dances during the quarter.
,
f . . .
_ ,
__
_
urely under any pressure. We’d hate
Campus Magazine
| Anyone who has any suggestion, Ideal
L td ltlO n O t W e S t e m
L lte T O T y Y v O rk
to see them. too. Joining the hurrying,
or criticism which will tend to better
scurrying must-get-there’s. But worse
the organization is urged to make
than that—can anyone picture the
“ ’Collegiana* has been selected as
it known at the meeting.
Linderman, Frohlicher, Coates Write for Collection; Montana Students
Women
Will
Have
Uiual
Late
Permission
for
Big
Dance;
Paul
Banyan
world without Irish wit? Maybe a
the name of the new student publlAnd Artists Contribute
prayer to St. Patrick would help th
I cation,” Cornelia.Klittke, Havre, chair All members are urged to be present
Promites to Be Present Again
at
the
meeting.
depression,
man of the board of editors has an
nounced. The magazine will probably
Copies of the first edition of “Western Prose and Poetry” have
T Is probably bllzzarding by this
‘‘Tickets and programs for the annual Foresters' Bail are just about be ready for publication some time
been received by its editor, Rufus A. Coleman, associate professor of
time, but we heard an excellent completed,” said A1 Spaulding, Chief Push, yesterday. Four more during the next week.
tbe Department of English. The book, published by Harpers Publish
"Collegiana" will contain short
suggestion for last night’s weather. truck loads of Douglas firs will complete the equipment necessary for
ing company, is the first collection of such literature of the west, and
That the United States government decorating. The Forestry club and students of the School of Forestry stories, essays and articles. It will
I
most of It was written by w estern^ — ............... ......... be
entirely
student-written,
and
it
transpose Its R. 0. T, C. unit Into a are working hard getting everything ♦ "
..............
(whose work is well-known to readers
naval station, and use the late skating In readiness for the affair, which w llllits b,n h ,n 1914’ wblch occurred with offers the undergraduate an oppor Applications Must Be Submitted by]authors.
Tomorrow Afternoon
The material fo divided under many of ,be Frontler’ h“ “ P00® u llln f
rluk for a sea. The federal govern take place in the men’s gymnasium tbe sU*rtin* of
»resent Scbo° l ot tunity to see his work in print.
Other members of the board of ed
I Forestry. In the fall of 1914 the
raent is a little prone not to listen to Frlday night. February S.
-------------heading., which are arranged chrnno- 01 a dBncc of
tra W’or8' "U
school was organized with about 12 itors are Anna Larson, Missoula; John
Application, for d e g r e e , to he jogjcally „ far a . possible*. Tbeoe di- 01*noIee" Jojrc® Do“ ld*on’ “ ,tu "
sense It’s loo bad they won’t lister
Last Saturday eighteen members of
Larom ,|*r*nt®d at the end of the spring qnar- vjajons include Indian legend., m , dent
fbo State Unlvorrtty laat year,
to nonsense either. That, at least the Forestry club brought in four students and a faculty composed of Houston, Bozeman: Henry
Dorr Skeels and James Bonner. A Valley. Wyo., andBetty Foot, Helena, ter m ust be filed in the registrar’, of- and customs, the explorer, the trapper, ba* * ,to ry "8ky' pllot TaIe*>" tn ,b*
would be amusing.
truck-loads of Douglas fir trees, and
meeting was held a t the home of Dorr
---------------------------(flee by 4 o’clock tomorrow a fte rn o o n ,L e settler, the miner, the outlaw a n d '™ 10®* Homer M’ Par*°“ ’ wbo
yesterday they secured two more
,
I said Mabel Murchison, assistant to thf1, garatjler, the missionary, lhe Spaniard, tended the State University In 1920,
N’OTHKK faculty member has pub truck-loads. At a recent meeting of Skeels and the club was organized. — . , v x / . j f c
registrar, yesterday.
Mexican and Chlriaman, the freighter. hoM a poem, "Other Gods, Montana,"
lished a book. Although we have the club It was decided that members During the first year meetings were
held at the homes of Skeels and
A diploma of J5 U charged for .ugecoach days, the soldier and reprinted from "Northwest Verse," lo
not yet had an opportunity to read It, will make the additional trips into
Bonner.
l e ^ r y degree the student hopes to g e t |, her)ff
ralIroadi -U n g h t )rn and this collection.
It sounds as it It would be well worth Pattee canyon for the trees this Sat
Montana Artists
-------------and a late fee of $5 is also charged doolies 1the lumberjack, boinesteader j
First Ball
reading. Of the great quantity of urday.
Two Montana artists are represented
The
first
of
a
series
of
talks,
which
for
students
failing
to
file
applications
an(j
^
In the spring the first Foresters'
rest of today.
Tree Cutting
western stories that are produced an
in the book. Charles M. Russell, tbe
Ball was held in the women’s gym will be an innovation in the teaching by the specified time,
Of tb< 73 selections In the book,]
nually. too few are well written, and
The cutting of the trees is valuable nasium. The ball was the continuance of art, will begin Wednesday after-! Tbe application requires the filling
late cowboy artist, has a print of one
from the Frontier and four!
too few are written by people who i not only in furnishing a means of dec
of bis pointings, "The Hold-Up," tnd
of the old ranger school dance which noon at 1 o’clock In Room 302 of Main in of Information concerning degree
it reprinted in the "Anthology
really know the west -or rather, knew oration for the ball, but tor the work
lory from his book, ’"Trails
also
*d, summary of record to date.]
the rangers used to hold for them hall when Dr. F. O. Smith, head of the
west Verse," both edited by]
the west. Such a book as "Western that is done in furthering tree-growth.
Plowed Under." The late E. S. Paxsoi
ration for the present year, total ]
selves during the late winter. The Department of Psychology, will talk j
MTiam, chairman of the Do-j
Prase and Poetry," containing the best In this work, the number of trees
of
Missoula,
has a pi lure "El Mc*its in major department, total |
dance was given the evening before on "Emotions and Their Expressions."
srtment of English.
western material in both fields of lit on the area is reduced for the purpose
cano,” one of his lesse -knowa works
ts to be offered in non-freshman ]
According to C. H. Riedell, chairman •
Charter day, a former State University
erature. Is not only a contribution to of Increasing the rale of growth o f k 0u aay. Most of the
Ha*
Local
Author*
es, total credits to he offered for
men who come j of the Departmeht of Fine Arts, this |
literature but to the prestige of the those trees which ore left. More
Mr. Colemat
In bla
the ranger school were married and series of talks has been planned to {degree, exemptions from major depart-1 Several of the authors are wellState University.
l desirable species are removed, at least»a dance
vn fiction hw
held that was different give the student a general background ment and is to be signed by the major ] known locally. Frank B. Linderman, j iy» that
Ifu a small degree. In the Pattee
I who lives at Goose Bay on Flathead 1long been known, I
that only re«n other college affairs. Everyone for the study of a r t These talks, professor.
Ik>yd A. Isemlnger. “34, graduate of loony*
work, dominant Douglas H r' ltendint ^
I u dressad ln | which are open to the public, v il( be |
------------- ---- ——
j lake, has several contributions In the j euntiy has real lltei
ire of the van
the School of Law. recently formed 1trees cr* removed to tuvor yaltour clothes -appropriate to the old West” {given throughout the quarter.
j W. F. Cogswell of Helena, secretary I sections of tbe book dealing with In- j come Into being.
a partnership with Fletcher A Clark pin* AU stash and debris were piled j Lnmberjacks, cowboys. Indians, gam■■■■— ' ■
1of the State Board of Health, visited ] dian life and customs. John C. P rob-| / "Western Proas and Poetry" will be
foe the genera! practice of law under up for burning.
biers, donee-hall girls, scouts aud all | Mr. and Mrs. Percy Frasier, Sr., the Shack and his son Andrew Cogs- Ucber of Missoula, has a poem or used as a test book In English 11a and
the firm name of Stetson and H ark
The Forestry club has grown tro o U
frontier type* were much in evi- j were Sunday dinner guests at tbe | well, instructor in the School of Jour- j "Miners" in the volume.Mrs, Grace {copies will he on sale at the Student’s
l* MMdtofcoroncfc. MM*
a membership of 25 to over 115, since j
I Alpha Tan Omega house.
| nnlism, today and yesterday.
{Stoat Coaie* of Martinad^je, Mo&L>j Store after s e l l Monday.
(O
m £■** F«

H

u roup JrIans
Bicentennial
Celebration

Heads Committee

f

S

Barbs Will Hold
First Meeting of
Winter Quarter

Yell Duke Trials
W ill Be Tomorrow

N

Sophomore Groups
Hold Annual Dance

Collegiana M akes
First Appearance
During Next W eek|“

L

Foresters Plan for Annual Dance;
Tickets, Programs Near Completion

I

A

Seniors Must File
For Degrees Soon

Smith Will Speak
To A rt Students
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Track Meet

*

HIS week the campus is its own normal self. Four months from
this week it will be the busiest campus in several states, for it
will be thronged with the cream of the crops of athletes from
nearly 200 high schools of the state. Bids to the Twenty-ninth Annual,
Interscholastic Track and Field Meet will be sent out during this week
and all advance indications point to another interesting time to be
had by all.
Montana’s track meet, to most of us, seems to be far in the future
__somewhere in that blaze of sunshine known as the spring quarter.
Yet it is not too soon to begin a little advance preparation for
the premier spring event, for there is much early work to be done.
With debate, speaking, dramatics, tennis, golf and newspaper con
tests supplementing the main feature, the State University Inter
scholastic Meet is the largest in the country. In general numbers it
even exceeds the annual Stagg meet held in Chicago, for there only
men are invited to compete, and only athletic events are held.
Each year the various student and faculty committees spend much
of their time in working for the main event. But it is not entirely
up to the committee members to do all of the work. Several student
organizations are called upon to assist. Always in the past they have
responded with excellent co-operation and we may take it for granted
that they will do the same in the future. Still it is time they should
take into consideration the fact that the big meet will come again
in the spring and budget their time accordingly. And may the rest
of the student body do likewise.

SONNET II
There’s more to .moving mountains
than the ease
Of kicking clods around to see them
break
And break again till finally they make
A puff of dust to float upon the breeze.
With greater hearts than mine around
to sieze,
With beauty such as yours, those
peaks to shake
And shatter so that you may choose
and take
The gold and gems and spend them
as you please,
Why pluck my heart and let a ray of
hope
Shine for me a while then crush it o u t
Blinded with my weeping, to and fro
I grope,
While you’re out kicking other clods
about.
I hope, though, when you tire of other
men
You'll come and kick this clod around
again.
In spite of link’s attempts at reform,
children, the Milwaukee train on the
signboard at the south end of the
Higgins avenue bridge is still running
on the ground, no more blondes are
in attendance this quarter than last
and the weather is still unsuited for
beer parties.

Sports are promising to hold a very important position on our
winter social calendar. Sleigh rides, tobogganing and skiing are fast
gaining popularity as means of recreation. The fact that orchestras,
dance floors and picture shows cost money tends to send the financially-embarrassed student to the great open spaces where ice and
snow are free.
In case the chinook continues to melt the skating rinks and moun
tain sides some of us will be forced to spend the week-end at home
enjoying the minor sports of ping-pong and fudge making._________
North Hall Tea
North hall held the first tea of the
quarter Sunday afternoon from 5: IB
to 6:45 o'clock. As well, as students
from the other two halls, representa
tives of Alpha Chi Omega and Alpha
Phi were guests. Members of Delta
Sigma Lambda and Alpha Tau Omega
were the fraternities invited and mem
bers of the faculty who were invited
to assist were Dr. and Mrs. C. H.
Clapp, Dean and Mrs. J. E. Miller,
Dr. and Mrs. C. F. Deiss, Mr. and Mrs.
B. Speer, Mrs. Bernice Bischoff,
Mrs. Monica B. Swearingen and Elsie
Eminger. Bob Leslie and Louis Gomavitz furnished the music.
Open House
Kappa Kappa Gamma entertained at
an open house tea dance Saturday
afternoon from 2:30 until 5:30 o’clock.
About two hundred State University
students attended. Music was fur
nished by Paul Keith, Andy Anderson
and W alter Dean, and refreshments
were served.

All of which makes little or no dif
Mrs. Hyde Entertains
ference, but it’s something for a gripe,
Mrs. Charles E. Hyde entertained
and a day without a gripe is incom the housemothers yesterday afternoon,
TUDENTS at the University of Wisconsin experimental college
plete.
at the Delta Delta Delta house. The
receive college credit for “bull sessions” . Professors and officials
afternoon was passed with bridge and
of die university there feel that the dormitory debates car
HUD’S HOROSCOPE
the making of a patch-work q u ilt
Tuesday, January 12,1981
Refreshments were served late in the
ried on after classes are useful. As the college is about to be aban
doned and some of its methdds absorbed by the institution as a whole, This is an auspicious day for liter afternoon. Those present were Mrs.
ary attempts, except those on the bot Frank K. Turner, Mrs. Edna Palmer,
it is unlikely that this practice will be continued.
tom of drop and add cards, and would Mrs. Maude C. Betterton, Mrs. Ida
“Bull sessions” have been explained as informal discussions about be a good day for every college stu Davenport, Mrs. S. A. Noland, Mrs.
a multitude of subjects such as Congress, football, Will Rogers, the dent to begin writing that collegiate Caroline B. Avery, Miss Alice Woody
and Mrs. J. Wilson Moore.
Chinese and, lastly, women or men. The range of these discussions epic.
Avoid canoeing, eating of artichoke
is tremendous.
and traveling in open cars, as well as
Phi Delta Theta
Dr. Glenn Frank, president of the University of Wisconsin, said overdrawing bank accounts and fall
Phi Delta Theta entertained at a
that “the conversations of college students in social rooms when the ing in love with brunettes.
very enjoyable sleigh-riding party up
day is over are as much of an index of the effectiveness or ineffect The stars, as we read them, promise Pattee canyon Saturday night. Ap
iveness of a college as the talk of students in a classroom.” The great things for plumbers, cartoonists, proximately fifty couples took the
head of the experimental college, Dr. Alexander Meikeljohn, explains workers in wax and cloakroom attend trip. The party returned to the Phi
ants. Stable attendants and assistants Delta Theta house following the ride
that “ teaching is not the giving of information but the simulating and should use greatest care today.
where appropriate refreshments were
directing of a mind by other minds which are going in the same direc Mergers and combinations should served. Chaperons for the occasion
tion. And residence arrangements must be such as to give that be avoided, especially pin-hanging and were Dean and Mrs. C. W. Leaphart
marriage.
and Professor and Mrs. E. L. Freeman.
influence both naturalness and power.”
The basis of the experimental college is three-fold, greater break A good day for blondes.
Alpha Tan Omega Fireside
down of the present subject matter, greater informalization of teach Yon probably noticed, chUdren, the
Alpha Tau Omega entertained at a
ing methods and greater socialization of the student. We agree very absence of snow on various parts of fireside Saturday evening. About
decidedly with Dr. Frank as to the value of after-school conversa Mount Sentinel Sunday.
forty couples attended. Music was
furnished by Bob Leslie’s orchestra
tions.
I t was partly dne to the Chinook, and refreshments were served. Chap
Our only objection to “bull sessions” is the hours of the early
and partly due to Unk’s inability to erones were Mr. and Mrs. Leon Rich
morning at which they break up. It is most indavisable for students ride a pair of skis a t high speed.
ards and Dr. and Mrs. G. D. Shallento keep up on “bull sessions” and studies as well. Attendance at
berger.
Huge boulders and clonds of snow
8 o’clocks is made virtually impossible.
and dust descended into the valley
North Hall
after 'some of Unk’s one-point land
Irm a Tressman was a dinner guest
ings.
of Tena Dowdle Friday night.
Red Heads for Leap Year
'Genevieve Calligan, Butte, was a
T LAST the girl with red hair is to come in for her share of There must be some trick to i t
week-end guest of Ann McLanahan.
admiration. It has been so decreed by hair stylists throughout
Lucille Chrisinger of Kallspell was
Timely Etlqnette Hints
a week-end guest of Evelyn Juel.
the country predicting that this color “will be fashion’s favorite
It’s
time
to
begin
thinking
of
Co-ed
Grace Johnson and Ruth Wold were
crowning glory of the hours.” Lucky is she who has been so endowed
Formal.
Sunday dinner guest of Kathryn Kelly.
by nature as to possess this asset and who shall be able to criticise
Evelyn Hemgren was a dinner guest
haughtily her less fortunate sisters who must inevitably resort to that The cigars were passed a t Unk’s of Frances S t Sure on Sunday.
well-known medium, henna, if they are to be in vogue this year.
house last night and were some of the
Janet Phalen was a dinner guest of
No longer will we be forced to listen to crooning tenors telling us best engagement cigars we ever Estelle Fletcher Sunday.
of the professed loveliness of brunettes and be exposed to books telling smoked. Most people who hang pins Ruth Rognllen of Kallspell was vis
shortly after Christmas do it to get
why “gentlemen prefer blondes.” To be sure, the red-haired girl is rid of Christmas cigars, and if it iting in North hall Sunday.
Kathryn de Mers went to her home
actually a titan blonde but to most of us she is considered to be in happened this time Unk would appre in Arlee to spend the week-end.
a class by herself.
ciate knowing the name of the person
Corbin HaU
And now that this is Leap Year, who is more enterprisingly audacious who puts out that brand of Christmas
smokes.
Dorothy Brown spent the week-end
and filled with vitality than a red-head? Who is better fitted for
at Swan Lake.
carrying out the tradition of “get your man” than one of these aubum- Elections come this year, children,
Thora Phalen was the guest of her
haired beauties? What is the beauty of sun shining on ripened grain and Unk would advise the purchase sister, Janet, at luncheon Monday.
as compared to the aurora created when Old Sol gently caresses these of stock in some tobacco concern.
Helen Atherstone has moved to the
golden tresses? And when the lights are low this same beauty is still
Alpha Chi Omega house.
A way has been found, finally, for
Corbin hall will have the second
more enhanced.
shopping the bus without throwing Sunday afternoon tea of the quarter
And go into the dusty books of history and recall many of the yourself into the middle of the street January 17.
world’s famous sirens have been red-haired. We’re looking forward and kicking your legs to and fro
to a prosperous new year and hope that this wish may be satisfied by
Scotty Rohwer, representative of
It consists of carrying a red flag the Balfour company and a member of
at least having our women based on a gold standard.
by day and a red light and a white Sigma Alpha Epsilon at Washington
light by night, and waving them Iran State college, was a week-end guest
And now, anent this much-mooted question of women smoking, tically before every car that comes at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon house.
University of Washington men say that it no longer possesses that air along, in hopes of blocking the street Kappa Kappa Gamma announces the
pledging of Jane Nofsinger, Billings,
of smartness which it had in a by-gone day. And they add that “it so the bus can’t get by you.
and Margaret Johnson, Deer Lodge.
is incongruous and not dainty.” Which will probably effect an im
If it goes by on the next street you
Pofessor and Mrs. F. C. Scheuch and
mediate cessation of co-ed smoking.
can sti|l rfde the street car.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Brennan were
Sunday dinner guests, at the Phi Sigma
Sailors of Uncle Sam on the U. S. S. Ramapo know that “ there aint The new system isn’t quite as sure Kappa house.
as the old one of standing in the street
no Santa Claus." En route from San Pedro, Calif., to Manila, they until the bps bits you, but it is a bit Jeanette McGrade entertained Char
lotte Russel at the Kappa Alpha Theta
crossed the International Date Line just in time to skip from December safer.
house at dinner Sunday.
24 to December 26, thereby missing the Yuletide.
Beth Perham spent the week-end at
There’s nothing that quite compares her home in Butte.
with that feeling of Insignificance you Frances Nutt was a Sunday dinner
And there is the freshman who thinks a psychic bid is a rush from experience when you’re ignored by the guest a t the Kappa Delta house.
a new fraternity.
bus driver.
Martha Busey and Margaret McKay

Bull Sessions

S

■

were guests of Kathryn Bailey a t the
Alpha Phi house at dinner Sunday.
Catherine Meade was a dinner guest
at the Alpha Chi Omega house Sun
day.
Betty Brady was the guest of Eleanore Dyer at the Kappa Alpha Theta
house for dinner Sunday.
Kappa Alpha Theta announces the
pledging of Anne McLanahan of
Butte.
Robert Phykeson, Billings, has re
turned to school this quarter.
Betty Lemmon went to Anaconda
for the week-end.
Kappa Delta announces the pledg
ing of Blanche Fletcher of Superior.
Helen Lea Silverman spent the
week-end a t her home in Butte.
Waldo Ekegren left yesterday for
his home in Harlem.

Communication
This is not an attem pt to alibi the
coach or the team for the showing of
the basketball team so far this sea
son. It is an effort to place before
the students and general public some
rather important facts. Our student
paper can be of immense help by
presenting and emphasizing the fol
lowing facts to the students, alumni,
and general public. This helpful pol
icy would give the fans a true knowl
edge of conditions, a n d a t the same
time would encourage a green team
to greater efforts.
A grand total of 17 men of regular
Varsity caliber have been lost to the
1932 squad. Seven regulars of last
year’s Varsity were lost by graduation
In addition, King and Buckley, firststring subs last year, did not return
this year. Fox, one of the m ost val
uable men of the veterans, was lost
this week through a major operation.
Only one regular and three subs from
last year’s fine freshman squad are
now in school. Bechtel, Mercer,
Loomis, Smith, McDonald, Kastelitz,
Freebourne, all men of first Varsity
caliber, are not in school this year.
Several other factors helped to dis
organize what was left of the squad,
Andrews, last year's center, could not
return for practice until Christmas.
McDonald, one of the very best of the
new men, could not return this quar
ter. Logan was injured last year at
the sta rt of the season and this makes
his first regular season.
In basketball, more than any other
sport, it is essential th at the same
men work together over a period of
years in order to have a high class
team. This has never been possible
a t Montana.
Another fact stands out. With
green and disorganized team it was
unfortunate that we had to play W.S.C.
and Idaho early in the season. Both
W.S.C. and Idaho have veteran teams
of high class ability. They both have
the strongest teams they have had for
nearly ten years. We at Montana are
now using some men as regulars who
have never had more than gym class
experience. I am proud to say that
these men have wonderful spirit and
are doing their best to give us a team.
J. W. STEWART.

Jesse Bunch Gives
Talk in Bozeman
Jesse W. Bunch, interchurch pastor,
will leave for Bozeman Thursday
morning to present la talk to the
State College students on ‘‘The Re
ligion of the Early Celts.” His talk
is' one of a series of speeches pre
sented in a course referring to various
religious subjects. Through a privately
subscribed fund and the aid of dif
ferent denominational leaders through
out the state the course has been
made possible.
Mr. Bunch will stop over at Butte
on his return Friday to present a
series of talks to the Butte Epworth
league union on t h e ' general subject
of “The Business of Living,” choosing
as his special topic, “Adjustments.”
He will return to Missoula Sunday
night.
Alpha Tau Omega announces the
pledging of Paul Malone of Billings.

Law Students Hold
First Court Session

LARK REVIEWS O’NEIU
PLAY FOR COLLOQUIUM

Colloquium will meet at 4 o’clock
this afternoon in the Home Economic,
Anderson and Small Wfll Appear In
laboratory of the Natural Science
Action on Note
building. Professor W. P. Clark will
review Eugene O’Neill’s current draStudent barristers will plead their matlc success, “Mourning Becomes
case a t the first practice court session Electra”. As usual, a social half hour
of the quarter Thursday evening at will precede the review.
An invitation is extended to «h,sTntl|
7:30 o’clock in the School of Law
and faculty members to attend the bi
courtroom in that building.
monthly
sessions of Colloquium.
Harold Anderson, Helena, will ap
pear for the plaintiff and Floyd Small,
Deer Lodge, will represent the defend
MOLLETT IS INJURED
an t In the suit for recovery on a note.
The case will be tried before “Judge”
C. E. Mollett, dean of the School
W alter Pope and a jury will decide
of Pharmacy a t the State University
a verdict according to the m erits of
is confined to bed with a sprained
the case.
thigh as the result of a fall down the
stairs of his home during the Christ
mas holidays.
Mollett is in Florida on sabbatical
leave from the Montana school ob
taining his doctor’s degree in pharm
There will be a Joint meeting of acy. The injuries are not deemed
Bear Paws and Spurs in Room 107 of dangerous.
Main hall tonight a t 7:30 o’clock. Im
portant.
the same by describing It to Professor
TAD SANDERS
W. B. Clark.
LINA GREENE

Notices

Lost—A sheepskin coat was lost in
Regular meeting of Interfraternity the coat room of the State University
council '•will be held Wednesday eve library. Will the finder please return
ning a t 6:15 o’clock at the Sigma Nu it to John Clark.
house.
CHARLES GAUGHAN,
President.
All Co-ed Formal committee chair
men will m eet a t the Sigma Kappa
house tonight a t 7 o’clock.
JOY BROWNING,
Chairman
A fee of $1 will be charged for each
change of enrollment card filed a t the
registrar's office during this week and
on or after Monday, January 18, this
fee will be $2.
There will be a meeting of the di
rectors of the Student Store corpora
tion Thursday afternoon a t 5 o’clock
at the Student store.
LEONARD SCHULZ,
President
The Seven Arts club will meet in
the foyer of the Little Theater this
evening a t 7:45 o’clock. The policy
and the plans of the organization will
be discussed and refreshm ents will
be served. Everyone interested is In
vited to attend.
Tryouts for the Spanish play will
be held this evening a t 7:30 o’clock
in Main hall auditorium.
Lost—A Spanish reader and text
were lost in the Little Theater during
the psychology class held yesterday
morning. Will the finder please re
turn to the Kaimin office?
A fountain pen was found on the
walk between Main hall and Natural
Science building. The owner can have

Professional
Directory
DR. EMERSON STONE
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Rooms S and 9, Higgins BnUding
Phone 4097

The Grizzly Shop
For Grizzly Students

THE GRIZZLY BARBER
SHOP

To MEN
only!
O NEED to park a “Girls Keep
O ut” a t the top oi this advertise
ment. They’ll shy off quick enough when
they find out what it's about
For it’s a strictly masculine privilege
—solace, satisfaction,, retreat call it
what you will—the joy of smoking a
pipe!
I t’s the smoke “for men only,” any
girl will agree—one
of the few rights the
w om en h a v e n 't
crowded us on. And
th e only smoke
for men, many a
thoughtful smoker
calls it. For the deep
consolation and
rare comradeship of
a mellow, richly
aged pipe are some
She likes to see hi
thing every man
smoke a pipe
does well to know.
And you taste the rich satisfaction of
pipe smoking a t its best when you fill
up your bowl with Edgeworth. There’sa
tobacco that’s made for a pipe. Cool
dry, slow-burning. Blended of fine,
mellow,full-fla
vored hurleys.
Y o u ’v e a'
ra re sm oke
c o m in g if
you’ve never
trie d E dge- .
essi
w o r th . Y o u ^ O fc
will find Edgeworth at yours
')
tobacco deal
e r’s. Or send
for special free
sample packet
He needs his fife
if you w ish.
Address Larus & Bro. Co., 105 S. 22d
St., Richmond, Virginia.

N

DR J. L. MURPHY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
205 Montana Block

DR. F. GORDON REYNOLDS
DENTIST
Wilma Bldg. U. of M. Class of *24

DR. A. G. WHALEY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4104

DR. RAY E. RAMAKER
DENTIST
805 Wilma Bldg.
Phone 5200

EDGEWORTH
SMOKINO TOBACCO
Edgeworth is a blend o f fine old hurleys,
with its natural savor enhanced by Edgew orth ’ s d is tin c tive
and e xclusive e lev
enth process. B uy
E d g e w o rth a n y 
where in two forms
— Edgeworth ReadyR ubbed and Edgeworth Plug Slice. A ll
sizes, 1 5 i p ock et
p a c k a g e to £ 1.5 0
pound humidor tin. 1

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
CHIROPODIST
206 Wilma

FOX-WILMA FOX-RIALTO
TODAY—LAST CHANCE

WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY!

"POSSESSED”
JOAN CRAWFORD

JOHN
GILBERT

— and—

In His Newest Picture

— With —

CLARK GABLE
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY!

Clive Brook
“Husbands’
Holiday”
A Param ount Picture

“ W est of
Broadway”
A new type of Story for screendom's most famous lover.
KIALTO PRICES—ALWAYS

10c

AND

35c

Tutaday, January 12. 1932

TH E MONT ANA KAI MI N
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Gonzaga Hoopsters Will Be Guests \Faculty Has
Stone Gets Entry
A. IV. S. Rules Are Basketball Series
Plans Are Made for
Notices
for
News
Strict This Quarter
Begin, Next Week Annual Winter Ball
O f Grizzlies Friday and Saturday] j Basketball
Caadi Stewart Gives Squad Intensive Drill a Defease and Offense
la Preparation far Coaaag Games

Club Ready

It will be veterans against inexperienced young men when tbe Are Anxious to Meet Any Campus
Organization After Two
powerful Bulldogs invade the State University gymnasium Friday
and Saturday nights. In preparation. Coach J. W. Stewart will drill
Weeks Practice
his squad hard all this week and both defense and offense will be
concentrated upon. Tbe Bulldogs *111+
bare a great, advantage at the tip-off
with the tall Morphy at center, li
j« also one of the beet basket m ark
men In the we*L
Sack veterans as Rabd&n, Rowles,' The Bulldogs of Gonzaga university
Morphy, Bernier and Shearer will will be growling for blood In the
play on the Bulldog quint, with stronghold of the Grizzlies Friday.
Fraser, Kerns. Jensen and Van Slstine Last season the scrappy lads from
to back them up. The removal of Spokane paired Montana in a fourFox, flash Grizzly forward, cuts Coach game series,
gtewsrt's squad down to three veteran
—o—
players, Lockwood, Logan and AnGonzaga's new coach has been
drews, bolstered by Caven, Lyman and teaching his boys some California
Erickson from last year's Cubs and style basketball and there are several
Dahlberg. Murray, Thompson, Jones, veterans on the team who take to the
flteensland and Fitzgerald playing work like nobody's business,
their first Varsity ^competition.
|
—o—
The Grizzlies do not lack fight, but
The fight displayed by the beaten
Grizzlies in the last game against haven’t as yet acquired the polish on
W. S. C\. proved the Tri-Color squad floorwork and shooting necessary to
can still put up a battle against odds— hold their own with th e strong teams
even against one of tbe strongest con they have to m eet
—o—
ference teams turned out by the Cou
The Bobcats have hit their stride
gars in several years. The same
amount of zest coupled with another back in conference material and ad
week of intensive drill should see the ministered a double drubbing to the
Grizzlies ready to meet Gonzaga. The University of Utah lads, who last sea
loss of Fox necessitated a fill-in on the son annexed the conference title and
team. A week of drill under regular left the Bobcats at the tall end of the
position arrangement may show a dlf- confen<*©r8.
—o—
ferent Grizzly squad Friday when they
The first encounter went to the Cats
come on the floor.
by the millimeter margin of one point,
Both the Idaho Vandals and the
with Wendt flipping in a field goal as
Washington Cougars have taken the
the timer raised his pistol to end the
measure of the Bulldogs this season,
scrap.
despite the scrappy offensive tbe
—o—
Spokane boys showed.
Evidently the Bobcats learned a few
tricks from Loyola, Purdue and Butler,
while touring eastward. The old "stal
ling” gag, worked so effectively in
past years, and which has been pretty
well ironed out of the n£w rules, did
An Eye for an Eye and a Tooth
not allow the Utes to keep the game
For a Tooth
on ice the last few minutes.
-o——
It’s hard to appear nonchalant on a
Montana should boat Whitman Feb
slippery, green leather davenport ruary 1 and 2. The Walla Walla boys
when your formal is a heavenly shade have dropped games to both Gonzaga
of baby blue. But the owlish looking and W.S.C.—to the latter by a score
fraternity pledge had distinctly indi of 41-23.
cated that particular place. I won
■■o ■
dered about the gleam of malice in
Missoula high has been having re
his eyes afterward.
verses in its basketball attempts thus
Male of the species kept dashing far this season. The last two, Ana
Hi rough the living room on various conda (20-17) and Helena (30-20),
errands casting amused o r . pitying have presented the lads something to
glances in my direction. A sudden fear work against in their next few en
startled me. A girl could be expelled counters, to stay in the running.
—o—
from school for entering a fraternity
Oregon, Idaho and Washington State
house unchaperoned. At least so the
college
have
formed
a sort of trium 
list of freshman rules had indicated.
But then I argued 200 other girls go virate, with the battle cry of "Wallop
ing to Co-ed Formal would be dis-. Washington". The Huskies, however,
graced also. Even that thought didn’t have held their own. Oregon State
took them in the first of a two-game
quite soothe the uneasiness.
series, 26-24 (overtime period) and
Well, come what may, I decided
Washington retaliated the following
to appear nonchalant. I hastily ac
night 30-27.
costed the owlish pledge and asked
—o—
him for tho necessary equipment. Even
High school basketball is looking up
after I began puffing heroic clouds
all over the state. Some close scores
of smoke I still seemed nervous. A
are forthcoming. Billings Von from
ghastly Idea struck me. 1 dashed to
Lewistown, 35-33; Red Lodge from
the window. My taxi driver was still
Hardin, 24-23, and Bearcreek took its
waiting. He had turned up his collar
thirteenth straight win of the season,
and slid down in his scat, comfortably
defeating Belfry, 38-9.
preparing for a long seige.
—o—
The door bell rang. A tall girl in
The rink has suffered some from
black satin appeared. My hope of the recent Chinook, but we still look
company vanished as a blondlsh per for good weather, good ice and good
son became visible and
scorted times. Why not look for a hockey
out the door.
team also?
Thirty minutes passed and still 1
—o—
waited. The owlish pledge dashed ini Material for the minor sports touragaln. Hastily 1 button-holed him. ney and the M club tourney will begin
What was keeping my ambition. Oh, to show this quarter. Boxing, wrestyes, he was sewing an unexpected run ling, swimming and fencing classes
in his sock. I bristled. The excuse are starting with displays of interest,
sounded vagely familiar.
. _
I sat down again on the green
leather davenport, polished my finger\ o O t Q 1 l i s t $ A t t e n d
nails, powdered my nose, repaired my I
• £
»
mm
•
lips and watched six other girls arrive]
O p O f tf l/ie M e e t i n g
and depart with various male brutes
Tardy, without an apology or alibi. I Dr. J. W. Severy, head of the Dehe appeared at last. With a cry of partm ent of Botany, Dr. C. W. Waters,
relief. I dashed for the door, shook i and Esther L. Larson, professors of
awake the cabman and away i tore- botany, represented the State Univer
off at last for Co-ed Formal
sity at the annual meeting of the
I Northwest Scientific association held
in Spokane, Wash., the latter part of
December.
Dr. Severy presented a paper en
titled "Carbohydrase Relations is
Leaves of Healthy and Diseased ToUnder a new system that will
bAcco." Dr. Waters was chairman of
Inaugurated by the Department of j the botany-zoology section.
Physical Education next fall, all siu»| The purpose of tho association
dents entering the State University, ^ promote scientific research in the
wlU be given complete physical exam-1 northwest. Members are from Oregon.
Inations of which reports will be sent] Washington. Idaho and Montana.
to their parents or guardians.
___________ _
"The examinations will be given for
_______ _
___________
«te welter* of th* .tudenta and will
,S POSTPONED
permit doner co-operation between
-------parents and this department," said | The regular Press d u b meeting has
W. K. Schrleber, director of physical been postponed from January 13 to
education.
Wednesday. January 20, stated Edwin
The department will be glad to con- Astle. president, yesterday,
attlt with the students at any lime] Both entertainment and refreshregarding any phase of their health meats have been planned for the meetand to give advice concerning their jing and Dr. C. A. Schenck, visiting
condition. Missoula physicians will ] lecturer at the School of Forestry, will
asatet Mr. Schreiber in his work.
1address the members of the dub.

RETRIBUTION

Department W ill
Use New System

Several faculty members and grad
uate students of the State University
have organized a basketball team with
the avowed intention of becoming the
campus champions. Tuesdays a t 5
o'clock and Saturdays at 4 o’clock,
they meet in the women's gymnasium
for practice, and, in about two weeks,
they will challenge the basketball
team of any organization on the
campus.
Members of the faculty who have
turned out for this team are: Harry
Adams, instructor in the Department
of Physical Education; Andrew Cogs
well, instructor in the School of
Journalism; E. L. Freeman, professor
in the Department of English; Leon
Fitzgerald and Henry Larom, graduate
students in the Department of Eng
lish; Vernon Mickelson, assistant in
structor in the Department of English;
Darrell Parker, instructor in the De
partm ent of English, and Paul Treichler, assistant instructor in English.

Spur Installation
Takes Place for
Alumnae, Pledges
Actives

Will Meet With Initiates
Thursday to Extend
Formal W’elcome

Coverage Contest! Freskmeu

Intramural sports on the campus j
Women Must Not Be Late will begin next week with the opening! U tm ra te rn itj Formal Will Be Held
Nor Date Daring the Week
January 29, at Caualry (Tub
of the Sooth hall league basketball
Sebeel ef Journalism Faculty Will
j games In the men’s gymnasium. Prac- i
AM Other States In
Freshman women am to beware this | tice of the seven teams of the league
laterfraternlty ball, annual winter
Judging Pipers
quarter stated Ella Pollinger, presi will start this evening in the gym quarter formal sponsored by Intertm dent of the Associated Women Stu nasium at 7:30 o'clock.
terntty
council* will he held Friday,
Entries for the North Dakota Press]
Immediately following the comple | January 39, a t the Old Country Club.
dents, yesterday. The A. W. S. board
association contest in news coverage]
decided to be very strict with fresh tion of the South hall league schedule*
The
dance
program will Include
have been received by Dean A. L.)
men women who have dates on week Inter-college basketball will start. 14 straight dances and may be ob
Stone of the School of Journalism.)
|
Harry
Adams*
director
of
intramural
nights and with all women students
tained from members of the council a
Entries have been made by nine North
t athletics, urges members of the vari week before the dance, or at the dance,
who get lu late.
Dakota papers and will be judged by]
ous departments and schools on the j Efforts are now being made by the
Thirty-three
dates
were
jerked
last
the faculty of the Montana School of]
campus to see him as soon as possible | committee in charge to furnish trans
quarter. Moot of these were punish
Journalism.
in order to make arrangements for
The contestants will be judged on ments for women students who were use of the gymnasium for practice. portation. As In the past alt "stray
the basis of 1,000 points covering such late. A freshman woman with a week The school of forestry team began Greeks" are Invited.
It was resolved a t the last meeting
topics as amount of country and city night date pays the penalty by staying practice this week for the coming
of the council that thoee planning to
news, coverage of agricultural news] in after 6 o’clock for a whole week inter-college league games.
attend
arrange to trade at least halt
end.
Punishment
for
being
late
is
one
and personal news, both urban and]
of the dances with members of other
rural.
Spelling, proofreading and] week-end night forfeited.
fraternities.
news writing will not be taken into! Mary Alice Murphy, Butte, gave a
George Bovingdon, Missoula; Hubert
report on the children’s Christmas
consideration.
Simmons, Red Lodge, and Berton Mat
The contestants m ust submit three party given last quarter. Chairmen
thews, Stanford, comprise the com
consecutive issues of the paper and of all the committees for Co-ed Formal
mittee In charge of the dance.
asked to furnish the judges with were asked to meet at the Sigma
information regarding the population Kappa house tonight at 7 o'clock.
of the town and county in which the
American Historical Society Plaits
RAINBOW BARBER SHOP
paper is situated, agricultural condt-i
To Hold Next Meeting
tions and other information valuable
and BEAUTY PARLOR
In Los Angeles
n judging such a contest
Tho B arter Shop de Lux* (or
These contests, covering various
Ladles and tieaUeaien
Who C a n
phases of newspaper work, were car Concert Artist Appears On Stage
Lewis W. Bealer, instructor in the
W.
II.
DOBSLOFF
13# Hlfnrlas
ried on by the North Dakota Press
At Main Hall
Department of History, attended the
association, and the winners were]
meeting of the Pacific Coast branch
picked by the departments and schools
Great a rtist though he is, Mischa of the American Historical association
of journalism of the Universities of Levitzki, who will play in the audi held at Berkely, Calif., December 29
South Dakota, Montana, Wisconsin, torium of the State University January and 30, 1931.
Minnesota and North Dakota. The 23, is also a regular fellow, press re
Attendance, which numbered about
same schools will again act as judges ports show.
a hundred, was from as far east as
this year. The winners are each given
Michigan,
but the majority were repre
The social zenith makes its
Serious, poised, dignified he appears
an award by members of the North
debut. Be ready to take
on the concert stage. But those who sentatives of colleges and universities
Dakota Press association.
know him say that when off the stage of the Pacific coast states. Papers
the grade.
lxe relaxes into a laughing boyish concerning western history were read
FACULTY MF.MBEKS HAVE
person, full of life and love of it. He by members of the organization.
SUNDAY AFTERNOON TRIP
At its meeting in 1932, the associa
enjoys dancing and is fond of popular
tion will be entertained by the Uni
music in its own place.
Twenty-seven faculty members and
versity of Southern California at Los
On ocean voyages fellow passengers
their wives spent Sunday afternoon
Angeles.
skiing up and down the Rattlesnake. say th at he is the life of the boat, al
At the conclusion of the afternoon, ways willing to take part In mas
ADDRESSES JOURNALISTS
He
Dean and Mrs. R. C. Line served sup querades and entertainments.
once organized a complete impromptu
per at their home.
Dr.
C. A. Schenck, lecturer in the
Comprising the party were Profes orchestra, consisting of piano, Kazoos School of Forestry during the winter
sor and Mrs. H. G. Merrlam, Profes and percussion instruments made
LET US FRAME
quarter
of 1932, pictured conditions in
sor and Mrs. E. L. Freeman, Dr. and from a set of bottles tuned by means
Germany before members of the ele
YOUR PICTURES
Mrs. C. H. Clapp, Professor and Mrs. of water, a kitchen pan and a wooden
ments of journalism and survey of
C. F. Deiss, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard F. foot stool. Levitzki "played the bot
journalism classes Monday morning.
Oakes, Professor and Mrs. J. W. Stew tles" and his listeners said that none
Dr. Schenck sought to show why it is
art, Elsie Eminger, Dorothy Miller, of our modern jazz bands ever
Impossible for Germany to make rep
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Larom, Darrell "ragged” a tune more effectively than arations payments at present
Parker, Dean and Mrs. C. W. Leap- did he.
He plays tennis believing that every
hart, Lucia Mirrielees, Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Hoskins, Deer Lodge, was a
Philip O. Keeney, Professor and Mrs. artist needs to forget his work occa
sionally
and do things entirely re Sunday dinner guest at the Phi Sigma
Walter L. Pope, and Waldo Ekegren.
moved from it.
Kappa house.

B ealer A ttends
History Meeting
During Holidays

MISCHA LEVITZK I

W in te r Q u a r te r

Master Cleaner
& Dyer

Two alumnae, Adelaide Olinger and
Mary Hegland of Great Falls, and 22
pledges were Initiated Into Tanan-ofSpur Saturday morning in the women’s
gymnasium. This is the first initia
tion since Tanan became part of the
national honorary organization of
sophomore women last spring quarter.
A final meeting of the initiates and
alumnae will be held Thursday when
the latter will formally welcome and
instruct the new members. They are:
Martha Busey, Virginia Cooney, Lina
Greene, Martha Kimball, Dorothy
Rogers, Helen Schroeder, Harriet
Eastman, Missoula; Juanita Armour,
St. Ignatius; Marian Brekke, Billie
Sullivan, Hardin; Marian Hanford,
Highwood; Doris Horton, Wickes;
Dora Jacobson, Anaconda; Betty KelIeher, Butte; Jean McElroy, Hamilton;
Laura Martin, Stevensville; Olive
Midgett, Bridger; Sara Miles, East
Helena; Janice Stadler, Helena; Ruth
Wold, Virginia Rigney, Laurel, and Twenty-five Students Will Try Out
Gladys Larson, Helena.
For Spanish Play

McKay Art Co.

Instructors Choose
Play Cast Tonight

Tryouts for parts in the Spanish
HELENA LAWYERS PLAN
NEW ALUMNI ASSOCIATION play, "Sueno de Noche de Agosto,"
which is to be presented by the Span
The Helena alumni of the School of ish section of the Department of For
Law of the State University of Mon eign Languages will be held tonight
tana organized a Montana Law School at 7:30 o’clock in the auditorium of
Alumni association December 4, 1931 Main hall.
More than twenty-five students are
at Helena. At the next meeting, of
the Montana Bar association it Is preparing to compete for the eleven
planned to organize a state association parts—five feminine and six masculine
—which the play includes. "Unusual
of the School of Law alumni.
This news was received by Charlotte interest and talent has been displayed
Russell, librarian of the School of in the production, and selection of
Law, In a letter from Francis C. Elge, the cast will not be an easy m atter,"
’30, who recently opened a law office stated Cecile Virginia Cughrue, Span
ish instructor, who will direct the
In the Pittsburgh block lu Helena
play. Judges are: Elsie Eminger,
Mrs. Paul Bischoff and Miss Sughrue,
all of the Spanish section. Their de
cision will be announced Wednesday,
January 13.

M. Raitf Wins First
Award in Contest

FO R 1932
Business Men of Missoula...
Resolve to increase your business
by the consistent use of

The Montana Kaimin

Patronise Kaimin Advertisers
Remington and llarrigan Take Second
And Third Places, Respectively
Margaret R altt of Helena was
awarded first prize for the best ad
vertisement written by a member of
the Katmin laboratory class in adver
tising during the fall quarter of 1931.
Charles Remington, Belt, took second,
and Kathleen Harrigan, Billings, third
place in the contest.
The contest was judged by Dean
A. L. Stone, Mrs. Inez Abbott and
Charles Hardy of the faculty of the
School of Journalism. The award
carries with it a cash prize of 35
The purpose of the contest, which
has been held for the past two years
is to create greater Interest in the
writing of advertisements on the part
of the members of the Kaimin ad
vertising staff.

1932
"Ramie" extends a hearty wel
come to new students and in
vites all former students to drop
in again this quarter for that
t a s t y sandwich or fountain
drink.
In the same stand . . .

Resolve to appreciate

T!i§ Sandwich Shop
(Across from High School)

The Montana Kaimin
Let a

TYPEWRITER

DAUGHTER IS BORN

Help You

Mr. and Mrs, Hugh Scully are the
parents of a daughter born last Sun
day in Portland a t the home of the
parents of Mrs. Scully, ex-*3L The
baby Is to be named Mary Louise. Mr.
Scully, ex-29, member of Sigma Chi
fraternity, is manager of the College
Shop at the Missoula Mercantile com
pany.

with your work this quarter.

J. Burns Jackson of Helena spent
the week-end a t the Kappa Sigma
house.

University Students...

BETTER GRADES
are sure to come if you rent
a machine.

Lister Typewriter
Service
112 East Broadway
Phone 2457

1

A student publication that works for tbe in
terest of students and advertisers; the news
medium for faculty, undergraduates, alumni
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Campus Timepieces Campus Museum
Started in 1889
Keep Things Running

Plans Are Shaped
For A nnual Ball

Scenes of the Interscholastic Track Meet*

(Continued from Page One)

"When I started the museum back
Much of School Life Is Regulated by in 1889, State University classes were
held over in the old Willard school
Various Clocks
building. There was no one to tell
me what to do then. I did as I
Though our school life may not run pleased," declared Dr. M. J. Elrod,
with as much clocklike regularity as professor of biology at the State Uni
might be desirable, there is a consid
versity.
erable portion of the campus manage
There was no particular place to
ment controlled by clocks. Quietly put the beginning contributions to the
ticking, industrious little machines new museum, the greater part of
are hidden away in closets and nooks, which Dr. Elrod himself donated.
or concealed behind expressionless Makeshift-cases were placed in various
lime-telling placards called faces.
classrooms and halls and were shifted
Outwardly, there is little of life or about until the new University hail
interest in a clock—the hands creep was finished. Two rooms wove put at
'round pointing out the passing min the disposal of the museum and con
£ $ lttS T A N T S DAQADE
utes, hours and seconds, giving little tributions began to flow in from all
indication of the jeweled precision of directions. Soon the new museum was
the inward machinery—the real clock. suffering from the handicap which it
Hut class bells are rung and lagging has been able to overcome only at
footsteps are hastened by these ob brief intervals during the last 43
scure regulators of human activity. years—lack of space.
LOOKING DOWN ON TH E INTERSCHOUSTIO
The campus lights go on promptly at
“Our museum is a working mus
MfcETPBOM M O U N T SENTINEL
the desired time. Hunt for the cause eum," stated Dr. Elrod, "although
and you will find a clock—an eight- there are many objects in it which are
day clock—attending to the switches. valuable for their historical or sent
It demands little attention more than imental qualities; most of the material
its customary weekly winding, with there is liable to be taken into a class
vadneu.
occasionally an adjustment to the room at any time for educational
COAST CONfGQtNCl'* 3TWT W QEfEWfc
changing seasons of light and dark purposes. As to the money which has
ness. Little enough, and for the rest been spent in collecting for the mus
it does its work unsupervised.
eum—there is probably no museum
Rings Bells
ip the -world which could collect 10
'Then there is hidden behind the cents on the dollar invested and ours
telephone booth in Main hall an ar is no exception. It has cost the State
rangement Jo ring the classroom University yery JitfJe, ps most of the
bells. It is a complex affair with a work has beep s iabpr fit love and
large number of possible adjustments. the money has come fi'pni people in
Bells may be rung at any Jlnie on any terested in the work. The greatest
day or may be regulated bo remain need of the museum at present is
quiet by a little turning of a tew someone who would be able to put in
apparently simple screws. It is In full Jipie attending to collections and
turn supervised by a "self-winding other defa.il? incident to the operation
clock,” wherein it is fruitless to of a museum, which at present are
search for anything to “wind”, In the attended to at odd tmfflUHt? P)' m>'_
better models a small electro-magnet self, when I am tired opt with my
acting on a lever kicks a weight to regular day’s work.”
The
rooms in Main hail were
an elevated position and gravity does
the rest. No cranking, no winding soon given pycv Jo classes and the
necessary—a little magnetic force museum was shpved 1ftif) t|jg corridors
applied every eight minutes does the and did4 sowers. There the sjjoyceses
presented a dgsglgte picture of oyer
trick.
When the new Library was built, crowding and negiaff, /)j)d f<?r 10
plans were made to place a clock in years no progress was made jp the
the reading room. A hole was left in builfijng up of the museum. At one
the wall for an instrument, but none time it was the mark of unfavorable
was provided until 1926 when the comment front !ft,e state board of
graduating class of that year left education, a member of which com
money for the purchase of the present plained to the president of tire State
University that the ungainly cases
timepiece.
Of older design is the grandfather’s made a disreputable appearance and
COOWD AplSES AT THE END OK MONTANA INTEOSCHOUSTIC UNO PACE.
clock near the loan desk in the asked that they be moved, The pres
Library. It was donated by the class ident relaye/l the request to Dr. Elrod,
<o,C 1909 and is still keeping time. The who replied, "Certainly, I will remove!
janitor winds it just as was done when them, any day. Where <19 you want
With the announcement of the sending this week of bids for the twenty-ninth annual Interscho
.the present Law building was the me to put them?”
lastic Track .and Field Meet to the high schools of the state, various scenes of previous meets are
library and plans for the Library of
There was no place for the cases
today were not even dreams as y e t so the matter was dropped until the
called to mind. George Varnell will again officiate in his usual capacity and the usual parade of
It no longer strikes the hours, but first library was built on the campus.
contestants will open the big event.
t h e . pendulum still swings and the It has since been taken over by the
hands function accurately. Occasion School of Law. The entire basement
lurgical Engineers. He is John D. Mcally a member of the class of 1909 of the new building was given to the
Aullffe, sophomore. The scholarship
stops in to ask Wlnnifred Feighner, museum and a splendid display was
is effective next September and car
assistant librarian, the question, “How arranged. The law school at the time
ries with it a generous annuity. Other
is our clock?”
occupied a few classrooms on the
Phone 3118
Evelyn Mattmlller of Helena, ex-’29 auxiliary scholarship winners a t the
upper floors of the building, but it
“Italian” Clock
has been selected to reign as Montana School of Mines are Herbert Hard, '30,
HAT BLOCKING
The daddy of them all, the “Italian” soon outgrew these and clamored for wool queen at the style revue during and Thomas Finley McBridge and Ed
DRY CLEANING
clock in Main hall tower, is perhaps more room. The museum was again the Montana Wool Growers' conven ward Cadwell of Anaconda.
the best known of the group. Students moved to odd corners about the cam tion January 25-27. The convention
used to tell each other that they could pus. It was not given a room again will be held in Bozeman, where Miss
Men students at the State Normal
look at this one and see the day go, until the Natural Science hall was Mattmiller is a senior student at the
College have organized a hockey team
hence the implied relation to sunny built during the late war and present Montana State College.
under
the direction of Coach John
Italy, Many a day has been measured space provided. The herbarium is
Breeden and Dr. George L. Routledge,
from start to finish by that veteran placed in the Department of Botany
Fourteen students are registered in Dillon physician and former hockey
near the museum, and the greater
o l the tower.
player at the University of Alberta.
The campus .truck driver officiates part of the mineral display is in the courses at Montana State College lead
ing
to advanecd degrees this year, an
Department
of
Geology
museum
in
a t its periodic windings, and the key
The executive board of the 1932 re
announcement of W. H. McCall, regis
he uses is a substantial crank. The Main hall.
Among tile principal contributors trar, advises. The awarding of 13 union association will meet this after
motive power comes from a 2%-ton
noon
in Dean R. C. Line’s office at
degrees
of
master
of
science
and
one
to
the
museum
are
Dr.
Elrod
of
Mis
weight suspended in a chute by mea'ns
of a cable attached to a winch. The soula, C. A. Wiley of Miles City, the degree of master of applied arts will 4:30 o'clock to discuss plans for fin.
winch allows gravitational action to United States Geological Survey, the set a new record for advanced degrees anclng the reunion.
take place slowly and lets the weight Smithsonian Institute, the New York at the State College.
settle earthward. If something should Botanical Gardens and many local
break, the weight would be sufficient people. During the years 1899-1900,
Winter quarter attendance at the
to go to the basement of Main hall 46 people made contributions to the State Normal College has mounted to
and take everything in its path with museum.
a total of 425, which is a substantial
it
increase over that of the same quarter
Its pendulum rod is 10 feet long,
last year. Enrollment the first day of
and the gong is the bell used to cele
the quarter was 404, as'compared with
brate Grizzly victories. Its machinery
372 for the initial enrollment last year.
occupies a fair portion of the space
It is probable that the attendance will
in the top of the tower, but it is still
be less than the 457 students who en
a clock and it ticks just like the com Last Chance Is Offered by Staff of rolled for fall quarter work.
fortable Individual on the mantel.
School Annnal

seooee

dence—no moderns being admitted.
This still continues to be the custom.
In 1921 the ball was staged, for the
only time, downtown, in Union hall. It
was brought back to the campus in
1922 and has been held in the men's
gymnasium ever since. The ball has
always been held at approximately the
same lime each spring, and this date
is reserved on the State University
calendar for it. When the ball was
originated lunch was served in the
old Forestry shack, now the A. S. U. M.
store, and admittance to the dance
was limited to Forest service members
and School of Forestry students. In
those days no admission was charged,
hut holdup men extracted a dollar
from each man on the floor after a
gun-fight between sheriff’s posses and
tiie stick-up men. Boughs were used
as decorations, which custom still
prevails.
Is Big Dance
The Foresters' Ball, or as it is often
dubbed, “The Lumberjacks’ HoeI Down,” is looked foreward to by a
I great many Missoullans and students
as the big dance of the year. The
1 1932 Foresters' Bail promises to "top
off" all of the previous dances.
"The gymnasium will be available
for decorating Thursday, January 28,”
said W. E. Schreiber, director of
| Physical Education.
Prizes for the best and most appro
priate costumes will be given. During
the dance lunch will he served and an
old time bar-room will be provided
for the thirsty. The famous ranger’s
dream is open to the footsore and
weary.
Incidentally, Paul Bunyan night is
one of the few occasions when late
permission is granted at the halls and
sorority houses. Paul Runyan will
again be in attendance at the Ball
this year.

The Montana Mountaineers will
have a dinner at the Chimney Corner
Friday evening, January 15. pollow
ing this, an indoor social meeting will
be held.
Members of the Author's club will
meet at the Y. W. C. A. for dinner at
6:30 o’clock Saturday evening. 4
scientific paper by Professor j w
Severy of the Department of Botanv
will be read.
Jack Ross, Fromberg, underwent an
emergency operation f ir appendicitis
at St. Patrick’s hospital Sunday morn
ing. Ross is a junior In the School
of Law.
Rosie Proost, Square Butte, a resi
dent of North hall, is a patient at the
Thornton hospital.
William H. Ibenthal, Middleton
Wise., a student in the School of Forestry, is in St. Patrick’s hospital re
covering from an operation.

Sewing Wanted
DRESSMAKING - REMODELING
All Work "Guaranteed
Phone 3385

Each of our

Wool Dresses
has been reduced one-third or more.

THE ART & GIFT SHOP
"Near the Wilma”

C.

L. WORKING

"Always Working”

JEWELER
Watch R ep airin g a Specialty
122 N. Higgins

Missoula, Mont.

THE CREAM OF THE CROP
Is ready fojr

Initiation
pledge them with

Dinner
The Florence Hotel
Dining Room

MISSOULA
LAUNDRY CO.

About Them

Brevities

A Specialty of Private Dinners

Students...
Send Your Laundry Home in a

Handy Laundry Case

Sentinel Pictures
Are Due This Week

Campus Car
How long should it take to educate
a Ford?
Richard Kessler, chief engineer at
the State University heating plant,
brought one to the campus 18 years
ago, and has decided that it will not
be able to graduate for awhile yet.
It had a fair high school education.
That is, it'had learned to run out of
gas at strategic points, or go blind in
both eyes for so apparent reason on
dark nights—and other such rudi
mentary phases of ancient model T
culture before it came to the State
University.
It’s too bad some of the gadgets
can't talk. The things that vehicle
should know by this time might be
enlightening. It stands there in a
shelterless spot, by a Jet of exhaust
steam, and meditates while the Hell
Gate breeze sneaks past the corners
of the heating plant and whistles
around the exposed shanks of the
ancient

Seniors, fraternity and sorority
members who as yet have not had
their pictures taken for the 1932 Sen
tinel are offered this last opportunity
to have It done. The pictures may be
taken at any time today or tomorrow.
This must be done now because the
pictures have to be sent to the en
gravers in the very near future.
The pictures are being taken by the
Dorian studio, located on the fifth
floor of the Wilma building, and the
regular fee of 76 cejits for fraternity
and sorority pictures and $1 for senior
pictures is charged.
In case any proofs baye not yet been
returned for pictures taken earlier
they must be returned immediately or
the photographer will make the selec
tion of the picture to b.e used.
Any senior who expects to graduate
by the end of the fall quarter of 1982
should have his or bar picture taken
for this year’s book. Fraternity or
sorority members who entered school
at the beginning of the winter quarter
may have their picture included with
their group if they attend to it today
or tomorrow.

A total of 315 students were regis
tered for the winter quarter at the
Eastern Montana Normal School at
Billings up to last Monday evening,
according to H. N. Stuber, registrar.
Fall quarter registration totaled 323.
Members of the R.O.T.C. unit at
Montana State College will give a mili
tary demonstration at the Montana
Wool Growers’ association convention
to be held in Bozeman, January 25-27.
Captain George Butler has arranged
four numbers for the entertainment of
the delegates.
Students at the State College who
are partially exempt from the pay
ment of registration fees by the pos
session of scholarships total more
than 170. Most of the scholarships
were earned in high school, while a
few were granted because of superior
military service.
A Montana School of Mines student
has been awarded one oif the two na
tional scholarships given annually by
the Women's Auxiliary .of the Amer
ican Institute of Mining and Metal
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If your car is hard to
start or seems sluggish
these cold mornings—
you may need a differ
ent oil. Come in and
let us look over your
car, we can soon tell.

Shell 400
This is the kind of gas
you need — the kind
t h a t gives a new,
smooth performance to
your car, the kind that
gives you a quick pick
up and long, steady
mileage.

Fibre

Canvas

$ 2.50

$ 1.75

OFFICIAL GYM TOGS
For Men and W omen

STATIONERY
Plain and Crested
Fraternity Die Stamped
University Seal Die Stamped

DICTIONARIES
College Standard and all Foreign Languages

EVERYTHING THE STUDENT NEEDS

Associated Students’ Store
On the Campus

McKenzie-Wallace
Service Co.

